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A. onstat -F 
B.   onstat -f 
C. onstat -R 
D. onstat -r 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 152 
The system administrator has written a script that receives event-alarm parameters and 
sends email whenever the logical logs have filled. What must be done to enable the 
database server to use the script? 

A. Set ALARMPROGRAM  configuration parameter to the full path and filename of the 
alarm program, and restart the database server. 
B.   Set SYSALARMPROGRAM  configuration parameter to the full path and filename of 
the alarm program, and restart the database server. 
C. Move the alarm program to the $INFORMIXDIR/etc directory, set the 
ALARMPROGRAM configuration parameter to the name of the script, and restart the 
database server. 
D. Move the alarm program to the $INFORMIXDIR/etc directory, set the 
SYSALARMPROGRAM configuration parameter to the name of the script, and restart the 
database server. 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 153 
Which of the following sysmaster tables contains similar information as the output from 
the 'oncheck -pe' command? 

A.   sysoerrors 
B.   syschunks 
C. sysptprof 
D. sysextents 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 154
 
The database server is online, These is concern about chunk paths and their allocation.
 
Which of the following commands would show the paths for each chunk?
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A. oncheck -pr 
B.   oncheck -pt 
C. oncheck -pp 
D. oncheck -cDl 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 155 
Given the following 'onstat -p' output Which of the following problem is indicated by the 
output? 

A.   These are too many users. 
B. The read cache rate is too high. 
C. The database server is running out of locks. 
D. The database server is running out of buffers. 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 156 
Given the following 'onstat -d' output 
Dbspaces 
Address  number  flags  fchunk  nchunks  flags    name 
A2ce558  1 1 1 2 N rootdbs 
A30cae8      2 8001  2 1 N S   blobspace1 
A30cc30      3 11 3 1 N S  jlblobs 
A30cd78      4 1 4 1 N tempdbs1 
A30cec0      5 11 6 1 N S bdbs_huge 
A30cae8      7 1 8 1 N dbspace1 
How many temporary dbspaces have been configured? 

A.  0 
B.  1 
C. 2 
D. 3 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 157 
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reports, the following message appears in the following log.
 
Mt_shm_init can't create resident/ virtual segment.
 
Which of the following configuration parameters should be increased to allow more virtual
 
segments?
 

A.   SHMTOTAL 
B.   SHMVIRTSIZE 
C. DS_TOTAL_MEMORY 
D. STMT_CACHE_SIZE 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 158 
The system administrator needs to find out how large databases and tables have become to 
plan for subsequent growth. Which sysmaster table would help in this situation? 

A.  systables 
B.   sysconfig 
C.   sysextents 
D. sysdatabases 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 159 
A database server crashes but is brought online immediately. Which of the following 
commands should be run to check the data consistency of the system catalog? 

A. oncheck -cc 
B.   oncheck -cr 
C. oncheck -ce 
D. oncheck -cR 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 160 
The following error is displayed in the database server message log file below. 
Message log file: /usr/Informix/online.log 
16:37:42 booting language <builtin> from module<> 
16:37:42 loading module <BUIL TINULL> 
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... 
16:37:42 Cannot Open Primary Chunk '/dev/rawdev01', errno=2 
16:37:42 informix Dynamic Server 2000 initialized-shared memory initialzed 
16:37:42 init operation complete-mode Online 
16:37:42 On-Line Mode
 
Which of the following actions must be taken first to fix the problem?
 

A. Restore the dbspace immediately
 
B.   Add a chunk to mirror '/dev/rawdev01'
 
C. Ensure that '/dev/rawdev01' is accessible
 
D. Re-initialize the database server immediately
 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 161 
A disk problem occurs but is fixed immediately Before putting the database server back 
into production, which of the following commands must be run to validate extents in all 
database? 

A. oncheck -cc 
B.   oncheck -cr 
C. oncheck -ce 
D. oncheck -cR 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 162
 
Which sysmaster table could be queried to determine the logging mode of a database?
 

A.   syslogs 
B.   syslocks 
C.   sysextents 
D. sysdatabases 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 163 
The database server has been running for days but after monthly reports were run, the 
following message appeared in the online log 12:25::01 Memory allocation error. 
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Which of the following could have caused the error? 

A.   The DS_TOTAL_MEMORY has been reached 
B. Swap space on the computer has been set too high. 
C. Operating system limits on shared memory have been reached. 
D. The BUFFERS and SHMVIRTSIZE configuration parameters are larger than the 
maximum segment size allowed. 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 164 
Several users running the same application have reported that they are receiving deadlock 
errors. Which command can be used to monitor the number of deadlocks that have 
occurred? 

A. onstat -k 
B.   onstat -p 
C. onstat -g ntu 
D. onstat -g ses 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 165 
Index corruption is reported on a table named 'tab1' in the database 'test', Which of the 
following commands is one of the steps to fix the problem? 

A. oncheck -ce 
B.   oncheck -cT testtab1 
C. oncheck -cl testtab1 
D. oncheck -cD testtab1 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 166
 
The following error message appears in the database server message log.
 
09:28:43 Aborting Long Transaction tx 0xa43c728 username: sallyr uid 200 
This transaction has rolled back. Which of the following best describes the situation 
describes by this message? 
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A.   A transaction has spanned multiple logical-log files and has caused the logical-log files 
to fill to 100% full 
B.   A transaction has caused the physical-log files to the percentage indidately by the 
LTXHWM configuration parameter. 
C. A transaction has caused a single logical-log file to fill to the percentage indicated by 
the LTXHWM configuration parameter. 
D. A transaction starting in the oldest log is open, and the percentage of logical-log files 
has passed the LTX HWM configuration parameter. 

Answer: D 
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